
 • International, Christian-based nonprofit founded in 2001.

 • Destiny Rescue is committed to rescuing kids from human trafficking  
  and sexual exploitation and helping them stay free. Destiny Rescue also offers  
  reintegration programs in some locations that provide survivors with unique  
  Freedom Plans to help them pursue their true destinies.

 • Thousands have been rescued, and hundreds of trafficking or abuse perpetrators  
  have been arrested.

WHERE DOES DESTINY RESCUE WORK?
 • Nine rescue nations (providing rescue and reintegration programs) 

  Destiny Rescue actively rescues children from trafficking and sexual exploitation  
  in nine countries around the world, including Cambodia, the Dominican Republic,  
  Nepal, the Philippines, Thailand, Uganda and three other countries which are  
  not named publically to protect survivors and staff.

 • Three funding nations  (raising awareness and funds to empower the mission)

  United States, Australia and New Zealand.

•  Funding nations: The United States, New Zealand and Australia
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Who is DESTINY RESCUE?
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HOW ARE CHILDREN RESCUED?
Teams of rescue agents enter some of the 
darkest places on earth in search of children 
trapped in sex trafficking and exploitation.  
Once identified, agents work relentlessly to bring 
these children to freedom. Each child’s rescue 
looks different but typically falls into one of four 
rescue types:

Covert: Teams of rescue agents go undercover in 
brothels, bars and on the streets to find children 
being sexually exploited. Once found, we build 
trust with them and offer a way out.

Raid: Our rescue agents identify child sex-
trafficking victims and gather the evidence 
needed to build a legal case against their 
traffickers. Teams then work alongside law 
enforcement to free victims and arrest offenders.

Survival: Rescue agents find children being 
sexually exploited on the streets or within their 
communities; most are selling themselves in order 
to survive. Agents then work directly with families 
to secure the child’s safety and freedom.

Border: Rescue agents work at border crossing 
stations and actively identify trafficking victims. 
They detain and question travelers and take action 
as needed to rescue those found to be victims of 
human trafficking.

HOW DOES DESTINY RESCUE  
HELP KIDS STAY FREE?
When we are involved in reintegration, whether 
in a community or residential home setting, a 
member of our reintegration team will develop 
an individualized Path to Freedom for the child. 
This plan focuses on decreasing the vulnerabilities 
that led to her being exploited while providing 
new opportunities that allow her to flourish in 
freedom. This care may include safe housing, 
health needs, temporary economic assistance, 
education and/or vocational training, emotional 
health needs and spiritual growth. Each child is 
unique, and so is her path to freedom.

HOW DOES DESTINY RESCUE  
SHARE THE GOSPEL?
Every rescue project is equipped with a plan to 
share the Gospel with each rescued survivor. 
This looks different from child to child and from 
nation to nation.


